An Elite Coalition Emerges Against a Trump-Kim
Agreement
Media coverage of the Trump-Kim summit has highlighted a political reaction
that threatens to torpedo any possible U.S-North Korean agreement on
denuclearization of the Korean peninsula, says Gareth Porter.
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An implicit coalition of corporate media, Democratic partisans and others loyal to the
national security state are actively hostile to any agreement that would endanger the
continuation of the 70-year-old Cold War between the United States and North Korea.
The hostility toward Donald Trump on the part of both corporate media (except for Fox
News) and the Democratic Party establishment is obviously a factor in the negative
response to the summit. Trump’s dysfunctional persona, extremist domestic strategy and
attacks on the press had already created a hyper-adversarial political atmosphere that
surrounds everything Trump says or does.
But media coverage of the Singapore summit shows that something much bigger and more
sinister is now in play: a consensus among foreign policy and national security elites and
their media allies that Trump’s pursuit of an agreement with Kim on denuclearization
threatens to undo seventy years of U.S. military dominance in Northeast Asia.
Those elites are determined to resist the political-diplomatic thrust of the Trump
administration in negotiating with Kim and have already begun to sound the alarm about the
danger Trump poses to the U.S. power position. Not surprisingly Democrats in Congress are
already aligning themselves with the national security elite on the issue.
The real concern of the opposition to Trump’s diplomacy, therefore, is no longer that he
cannot succeed in getting an agreement with Kim on denuclearization but that he will
succeed.
The elite media-security framing of the Trump-Kim summit in the initial week was to cast it
as having failed to obtain anything concrete from Kim Jong-un, while giving up immensely
valuable concessions to Kim. Almost without exception the line from journalists, pundits and
national security elite alike compared the joint statement to the texts of previous
agreements with North Korea and found that it was completely lacking in detail.
Ignoring Kim’s Concessions
Thus The Washington Post quoted a tweet by Richard Haas, chairman of the überestablishment Council on Foreign Relations, that the summit “changed nothing” but “makes
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it harder to keep sanctions in place, further reducing pressure on North Korea to reduce
(much less give up) its nuclear weapons and missiles.”
The New York Times cited the criticism of former CIA oﬃcial Bruce Klingner, now at the
Heritage Foundation, that the joint statement failed to commit North Korea to do as much as
promised in agreements negotiated in 1994 and 2005. And CNN reported that the Joint
Declaration “did not appear to make any signiﬁcant progress” in committing the North
Koreans to complete denuclearization, citing the use of the word “reaﬃrmed” in the
document, which it opined “highlighted the lack of fresh commitments.”
Those criticisms of the joint statement conveniently ignored the fact that Kim had already
made the most signiﬁcant concession he could have made in advance of detailed
negotiations between the two states when he committed North Korea to ending the testing
of both nuclear weapons and long-range missiles in April following meetings with then CIA
Director Mike Pompeo earlier in the month. That commitment by Kim meant that North
Korea was entering negotiations with the United States before it had achieved a credible
threat to hit the United States with an ICBM armed with a nuclear weapon.
The fact that no mention of Kim’s centrally important concession can be found in any of the
reports or commentaries on the summit underlines the scarcely hidden agenda at play.
Mentioning that fact would have pointed to understandings that Pompeo had already
reached with Kim and his envoy to Washington before the summit and were not reﬂected in
the brief text. Pompeo actually conﬁrmed this in remarks made in Detroit on June 18, which
only Bloomberg news reported.
Furthermore, the trashing of the summit also employed the politically motivated trick of
deliberately ignoring the vast diﬀerence between a joint statement of the ﬁrst ever meeting
between the two heads of state and past agreements on denuclearization reached after
weeks or months of intensive negotiations.
What really alarmed and even outraged the media and their elite national security allies,
however, was that Trump not only announced that he would suspend U.S.-South Korean
joint exercises or “war games” as long as the North Koreans were negotiating in good faith
on denuclearization, but even called the exercises “very provocative.”
One journalist and commentator after another, including CNN and the Times’ Nicholas
Kristof, denounced that description as “adopting” his adversary’s “rhetoric” about the
exercises. In a podcast with former National Security Council spokesperson Tommy Vietor,
former NSC oﬃcial Kelley Magsamen, now at the Democratic Party’s Center for American
Progress, rather than acknowledging that a vital principle of diplomacy is to put oneself in
the position of one’s opponent, charged that Trump had “internalized the language of our
adversaries.”
The media and critics deploring Trump’s willingness to suspend the joint U.S.-South Korean
war games have portrayed it as a betrayal of the security alliance with South Korea. But that
claim merely dismisses the desires of South Korean President Moon and betrays ignorance
of the history of U.S.-South Korean war games.
Been Called ‘Provocative’ Before
When Trump called the drills “provocative,” he was merely expressing the same view that
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some U.S. oﬃcials adopted as long ago as the mid-1980s. These oﬃcials also called the
exercises “provocative,” according to a State Department oﬃcial interviewed by historian
Leon Sigal for his authoritative account of U.S. nuclear diplomacy with North Korea.
Donald Gregg, the U.S. Ambassador to South Korea from 1989 to 1993, observed in an
interview with Sigal that the North Koreans mobilized their forces at great expense every
time the drills, called “Team Spirit,” were held in the 1980s and early 1990s.
Former Director of National Intelligence James Clapper, who was an Army general and chief
of U.S. military intelligence in Korea in the early 1990s, later conﬁrmed to Sigal that the
North Koreans would “go nuts” during the annual Team Spirit exercises. Part of the reason
for that extreme North Korean anxiety about the drills was that the United States routinely
ﬂew nuclear capable B-52s over South Korea as part of the exercises – a practice resumed in
recent years after a long hiatus and no doubt reviving the trauma of the U.S. devastation of
North Korea from 1950-53.
Ambassador Gregg had supported the idea of suspending the annual Team Spirit exercise in
1992 as part of a proposed eﬀort to get North Korea to change its mind about wanting
nuclear weapons. Furthermore the South Korean government itself formally announced in
January 1992 that the Team Spirit exercises were being suspended in light of “progress” on
North-South nuclear issues. Furthermore, the Clinton administration cancelled Team Spirit
drills each year from 1994 to 1996 in an eﬀort to demonstrate the U.S. seriousness in
pursuing an agreement with North Korea for an end to its production of plutonium for
nuclear weapons.

Trump leaving Singapore. (Oﬃcial White House Photo by Joyce N. Boghosian)

The provocative character of the joint U.S.-South Korean military drills became even more
pronounced after North Korea began testing nuclear weapons and then intercontinental
ballistic missiles. In 2015, the U.S. and South Korea adopted a new war plan codenamed
OPLAN 5015, which calls for surgical strikes on North Korea’s nuclear and missiles sites and
command-and-control facilities, as well as “decapitation” raids targeting senior North
Korean leaders, according to the South Korean Yonhap News Agency.
Although the U.S. Command in South Korea has always insisted that all joint exercises are
defensive in nature, press reports said that the war plan, which could only be based on a
ﬁrst strike strategy, would be the basis of the publicly announced Ulchi Freedom Guardian
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war games scheduled for August 2017.
What the national security elite and their media allies are really upset about is the real
possibility that Trump will succeed in negotiating a denuclearization deal with North Korea
that includes a formal end to the Korean War. That could complicate the Pentagon’s
continuing strengthening of the U.S. military posture vis a vis China.
Fareed Zakaria, CNN’s establishment foreign policy pundit, recalled the Pentagon’s aim
during the Clinton administration to maintain at least 100,000 U.S. troops in Northeast Asia,
and worried that, if the U.S. military alliance with South Korea is deemphasized, the U.S.
would “fall below that threshold.”
Ian Bremmer, the CBS News national security pundit, explained that Trump’s willingness to
suspend military exercises means that “the United States is probably going to be a much
more marginal player at the end of the day in this region.”
Magsamen suggested a similar concern about Trump weakening the alliance with South
Korea in an interview with Vietor, commenting that
“a lot of us…see the North Korean challenge in a broader context vis a vis our
adversaries, like China and Russia.”
These are early indications of a showdown between Trump and the elite alliance arrayed
against him. Senate Democrats can be expected to push back against any agreement that
portends possible withdrawal from South Korea, as indicated by the bill proposed by
Senators Chris Murphy and Tammy Duckworth to forbid troops withdrawal without Pentagon
approval.
If his opponents are dissatisﬁed with the agreement Trump negotiates, the Senate probably
wouldn’t ratify a treaty to end the Korean War that Pyongyang would certainly demand. The
most promising diplomatic development in East Asia in seven decades could thus be
nulliﬁed by the shared interests of the loose coalition in preserving a status quo of tension
and possible war.
*
Gareth Porter is an independent investigative journalist and winner of the 2012 Gellhorn
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